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What would we do without salt?
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SALT

In common usage, salt is a mineral composed primarily of Sodium Chloride
(NaCl). Salt is one of the oldest and most ubiquitous food seasonings, and is
known to uniformly improve the taste perception of food, including otherwise
unpalatable food.

Some of the earliest evidence of salt processing dates to
around 6000 BC, when people living in the area of present-day Romania
boiled Spring water to extract salts; a salt works in china dates to
approximately the same period. Salt was also prized by the ancient Hebrews,
Greeks, Romans, Byzantines, Hitties, Egyptians, and Indians. Salt became an
important article of trade and was transported by boat across the
Mediterranean sea, along specially built salt roads, and across the Sahara on
camel caravn. The scarcity and universal need for salt have led nations to go
to war over it and use it to raise tax revenues. Salt is used in religious
ceremonies and has other cultural and traditional significance.
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SALT IN INDIA
Though salt was considered as “God’s gift” in ancient times and used for
diplomatic purposes, in modern days it has more than 14,000 uses. India
occupies the third place in the production of salt by producing 8.9 per cent of
the total world production being cultivated in 1.45 lakh hectares. Gujarat,
Rajasthan and Tamilnadu are the top-3 states in which the yield and labour
productivity were found high among the salt producing states in India. In
2013-14, 59.61 lakh MT of salt was exported which accounts for Rs.844.4
crore.

In India, the historical records speak about the dominance of salt as a medium
of exchange and much before the invasion of Alexander, the Great, around
327 BC, salt was extracted from the salt mines of the Northern India and
transported to different parts of the country.

Though it was a luxury commodity for the poor people in India, Mahatma
Gandhi (12-03-1930) broke the salt policy of the British Government by a
protest declaring that “with this, I am weakening the foundation of British
empire”. After independence, ‘salt’ became a central subject, headed by the
Salt Commissioner of India. As the time advanced, uses of salt increased and
the method of producing salt has also undergone significant changes. In
modern times salt has about 14000 known uses from food to industry to
de-icing.

Presently about 110 countries are actively engaged in the production of salt
and India occupies a place of pride at third place .

India however produces one of the cheapest salts as it exports to the major
top two producers like wise China ( By Sea) at around 2013-2014 with 27.44
MT
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Origins -
GUJRAT - The largest Salt producer state in india with latest tech and easy
deployment through various ports like Kandla and Mundra (for Sea)

Certificates -
Our company is export complainace as per Indian rules and regulation.

Port of loading -

Majorly Port used for exports are Kandla and Mundra of Gujrat

Packaging Sizes Skuz-

1. For Free flow Iodized salts in our brands:-
● 1 kg Packets @25 kg bags Packaging
● ½ kg Packets @25 kg bags packaging
● 1 kg Packets @50 kg bags packaging
● ½ kg Packets @50 kg bags packaging

2. Any white labeling can be done in your brands or any readily available
brands.

3. Any Industrial , edible , or any other uses of Salt in any form of
packaging as

per the customer requirements can be met.

4. Any type of salt and the required chemical composition of customer
preference

and choice can be met.

5. Any types of rock salt, black salts, pink salts, bath salts.
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Payment Terms :-
Preferred payment terms are

1. Letter of credit
2. Cash In advance

Price :-
Price of the product depends on the requirements of the customer where the
minimum order quantity is one 20ft container.

Expiry Time
According to Indian Laws iodised salt iodisation should be in the range of 15
ppm -30 ppm where we have to state the best before 24 months.

Industrial Salts do not have any expiry time.

Previous Exports
We have been one of the largest exporters of Bhutan Via road where we have
exported around 6400 mt.

We have also exported industrial salt to Nepal via roads.

We have also supplied to people who do exports in Bangladesh
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Kranti Our registered brand latest updated accordingly to latest Indian Laws
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Our prime Brand Shahi Xtra being sold in Whole of West Bengal , Bihar ,
Sikkim, Bhutan and Maharastra.


